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Abstract. Beginning with incomplete mode shape measurement data, this study presents 
analytical equations to predict the actual stiffness and mass matrices.  The measured modal data, 
including the measurement, manufacturing and modeling errors, should be updated for subsequent 
analysis. In this study, the incomplete mode shape data are expanded to a full set of 
degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) based on the generalized inverse method and the concept of residual 
force vector. The corrected parameter matrices are straightforwardly derived using the estimated 
mode shape data and the pseudo inverse method.  The validity of the proposed method is evaluated 
based on the number of measured modes in an application, and its limitations are investigated. 
Keywords: residual force vector, eigenvalue function, update, constraint, measurement, data 
expansion. 
1. Introduction 
Modal data provide extremely useful information that can assist in the design of virtually any 
structure. The visualization of mode shapes is included in the design process, and the development 
of a modal model is useful for simulation and design studies. Measured and analytical data differ 
because of measurement noise and model inadequacies. It is desirable to correct the parameter 
matrices to provide satisfactory measurement data for subsequent analysis. 
The parameter matrices can be corrected using the measured frequency response function (FRF) 
or mode shape data. The FRF-based parameter matrix update methods can utilize available 
measurement data in a certain frequency range and estimate the damping matrix [1-4]. 
The number of transducers for measurement is less than the number of DOFs in a finite element 
model, requiring the expansion of measured mode shapes. It is expected that a gap exists in the 
eigenvalues before and after updating and it should be reduced. There have been numerous 
attempts to expand the measured data [5-9]. The expansion of mode shape data requires the 
modification of the eigenvalue function. The residual force method is one modification method. 
The residual force is obtained by substituting the experimentally measured modal frequencies and 
mode shape, along with the analytical mass and stiffness matrices from the analytical model 
structure, into the eigenvalue function. Yang and Liu [10] presented a mode shape expansion 
method based on the best achievable eigenvector concept to solve the incomplete measurement 
problem. Zhao and Zhang [11], Yun et al. [12] and Gafka and Zimmerman [13] introduced a mode 
shape expansion method to estimate motion at all DOFs. Friswell and Mottershead [14] provided 
a comprehensive overview that illustrates many of the different techniques and factors involved 
in updating a finite element model. Many researchers have presented analytical methods to correct 
both analytical and actual stiffness matrices to satisfy the dynamic equation and the orthogonality 
constraints [15-27]. 
This work presents analytical methods to expand incomplete measurement data to a full set of 
DOFs using the generalized inverse method provided by Eun [28] and the residual force vector. 
Using the estimated modal data set, the residual force vector, fundamental linear algebra and the 
Moore-Penrose inverse, the variation in parameter matrices is predicted. The validity of the 
proposed method is evaluated based on the number of measured modes in an application, and its 
limitations are investigated. 
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2. Expansion of incomplete mode shape data 
Considering modeling and measurement errors, the parameters of the finite element model 
should be corrected for proper subsequent analysis. However, it is not practical to measure the 
responses at a full set of DOFs of the system. The incomplete measurement data should be 
expanded, and the estimated full data utilized in predicting the parameter matrices. The mode 
shape expansion to satisfy the measured mode shape data is derived from the modification of the 
eigenvalue function. 
The dynamic behavior of a structure, which is assumed linear and approximately discretized 
for ݊ DOFs without damping and external excitations, can be described by the following equation 
of motion: 
ۻ௔ܝሷ + ۹௔ܝ = ૙, (1)
where ۻ௔ and ۹௔ denote the ݊ × ݊ analytical mass and stiffness matrices, respectively. 
Assuming that the analytical parameter matrices ۻ௔  and ۹௔  are exact in modeling, they 
should be corrected to eliminate the inconsistency between the analytical and experimental results. 
The expansion of incomplete data is derived using the generalized inverse method. 
By substituting ܝ = ૎௔݁௝ஐ௧, where ݆ = √−1 and ૎௔ is the analytical mode shape vector, into 
Eq. (1), the eigenvalue equation for the undamped system is derived as follows: 
(۹௔ − Ω௜ଶۻ௔)૎௜ = ૙,   ݅ = 1,2, … , ݊. (2)
Assume that the first ݎ (ݎ < ݊) modal frequencies and the corresponding mode shape vectors 
at ݏ (ݏ < ݊) measurement positions are provided for data expansion and parameter identification. 
The actual mode shape vector ૎௫ is composed of unmeasured and measured sets. Assuming that 
the first ݎ mode shape sets at ݏ different locations are measured, the constraints at each mode are 
expressed by the ݏ measured mode shape data as follows: 
ۯ௜૎௜,௫ = ܊௜,   ݅ = 1,2, … , ݏ, (3)
where ۯ௜ is a ݏ × ݊ Boolean matrix defining the measurement locations at the ݅th mode and ܊௜ is 
the corresponding ݏ × 1 measurement data vector. 
The updated mode shape ૎௜,௫ is expanded to a full data set to satisfy the constraint equation 
of Eq. (3). The coefficient matrix (۹௔ − Ω௜ଶۻ௔)  in Eq. (2) is a rank-deficiency matrix. By 
inserting the frequencies Ω௜,௫ (݅ = 1, 2, … , ݎ), ݎ < ݊ and corresponding mode shape vector ૎௜,௫ 
into Eqn. (2), it is modified as the eigenvalue function of the full rank coefficient matrix. The 
matrix is expressed by the summation of the analytical mode shape ૎௜ and the variation in the 
mode shape ∆૎௜ as follows: 
૎௜,௫ = ૎௜ + Δ૎௜, (4)
where ૎௜ represents the mode shape vector obtained from the analytical eigenvalue equation of 
Eq. (2), and Δ૎௜ denotes the variation in mode shapes to be updated with the actual measurements. 
Based on the generalized inverse method, the variation in the mode shape can be derived. 
The variation in mode shape is derived using the measured mode shape data based on the 
generalized inverse method. The variation is expressed as: 
Δ૎௜ = ܀௜
ିଵଶ ቆۯ௜܀௜
ିଵଶቇ
ା
(܊௜ − ۯ௜૎௜), (5)
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where ܀௜ = ۹௔ − Ω௜,௫ଶ ۻ௔.  
Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4), the ݅th estimated mode shapes for a full set of DOFs are 
simply obtained. The estimated mode shape data are utilized to identify the parameter matrices. 
3. Prediction of parameter matrices 
We derive the mathematical forms of the corrected stiffness and mass matrices based on the 
estimated mode shapes. Based on the expanded mode shapes and the measured frequencies, the 
eigenvalue equation for the undamped system is expressed as: 
൫۹ − Ω௜,௫ଶ ۻ൯૎௜,௫ = ૙, ݅ = 1,2, … , ݎ, (6)
where Ω௜,௫ and ૎௜,௫ denote the ݅th measured frequency and corresponding expanded mode shape 
vector. Expressing the actual parameter matrices ۻ and ۹ by ۻ = ۻ௔ + Δۻ and ۹ = ۹௔ + Δ۹ 
and inserting them into Eq. (6), results in the following: 
൫∆۹ − Ω௜,௫ଶ ∆ۻ൯૎௜,௫ = ܀௜, (7)
where ܀௜ = −൫۹௔ − Ω௜,௫ଶ ۻ௔൯૎௜,௫ , and ∆ۻ and ∆۹ are the variation in the mass and stiffness 
matrices, respectively. Expanding Eq. (7) to the first s modes results in the following: 
[Δ۹ Δۻ] ൤
૎ଵ,௫ ⋯ ૎௦,௫
−Ωଵ,௫ଶ ૎ଵ,௫ ⋯ −Ω௦,௫ଶ ૎௦,௫൨ = ൣ−൫۹௔ − Ωଵ,௫
ଶ ۻ௔൯૎ଵ,௫ ⋯ −൫۹௔ − Ω௦,௫ଶ ۻ௔൯߮௦,௫ ൧. (8)
Solving Eq. (8) with respect to the parameter variation matrices results in the following: 
[Δ۹ Δۻ] = ൣ−൫۹௔ − Ωଵ,௫ଶ ۻ௔൯૎ଵ,௫ ⋯ −൫۹௔ − Ω௦,௫ଶ ۻ௔൯߮௦,௫൧ ൤
૎ଵ,௫ ⋯ ૎௦,௫
−Ωଵ,௫ଶ ૎ଵ,௫ ⋯ −Ω௦,௫ଶ ૎௦,௫൨. (9)
Consequently, the variations in parameter matrices can be simply and explicitly obtained under 
the assumption that the mode shapes are exact. Eq. (9) exhibits that the exactness of the parameter 
matrices depends on the precision of estimated mode shape data. In the following application, the 
validity of the proposed method is investigated, and its limitations are examined. 
4. Application 
The derived mode shape expansion and correction approaches are considered in a plane truss 
structure in Fig. 1. The nodal points and the members are numbered in the figure. Each 
corresponding pair of nodal displacement components (ݑ௜, ݒ௜) is expressed by a set of forces (ܪ௜, ௜ܸ).  The structure has nine DOFs, except for the boundary conditions: 
[ݑଶ ݒଶ ݑଷ ݒଷ ݑସ ݒସ ݑହ ݒହ ݑ଺]் . Each member has an elastic modulus of 200 GPa, a 
cross-sectional area of 2.5×10-3 m2 and unit mass per unit volume of 7.860 kg/m3. 
For this numerical experiment, the actual stiffnesses of the truss structure are assumed as 
follows: 
݇ଵ = 1.3751݇ଵᇱ , ݇ଶ = 1.0156݇ଶᇱ , ݇ଷ = 1.20341݇ଷᇱ , ݇ସ = 1.1430݇ସᇱ , ݇ହ = 1.3456݇ହᇱ ,݇଺ = 1.2810݇଺ᇱ , ݇଻ = 1.1282݇଻ᇱ , ଼݇ = 0.9093݇ᇱ଼ , ݇ଽ = 1.3107݇ଽᇱ ,
where ݇௜ᇱ denotes the ݅th analytical stiffness. The stiffness varies from 1.5 % to 37.5 % of the 
theoretical stiffness. The mass is assumed as invariant. 
The measurement was performed at five different DOFs corresponding to 
[ݒଶ ݒଷ ݑସ ݑହ ݒହ]்.  This numerical example considered the following three different 
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measurement cases with varying natural frequencies and corresponding mode shape data: 
a) Case 1: only the first natural frequency and mode, b) Case 2: the first two natural frequencies 
and corresponding modes, and c) Case 3: the first three natural frequencies and corresponding 
modes. Using and expanding the measured natural frequencies and corresponding mode shape 
data for each case, the stiffness and mass matrices were estimated utilizing Eq. (9). Using the 
predicted parameter matrices, the eigenvalues were reevaluated and compared as shown in  
Table 1. The eigenvalues measured in each case were identical with those predicted using the 
estimated parameter matrices. The eigenvalue estimates were as follows:  
a) Case 1: eigenvalue of 0.0680×106 (rad./sec.)2; 
b) Case 2: eigenvalues of 0.0680×106 (rad./sec.)2 and 0.2633×106 (rad./sec.)2; 
c) Case 3: eigenvalues of 0.0680×106 (rad./sec.)2, 0.2633×106 (rad./sec.)2 and  
0.6189×106 (rad./sec.)2. 
However, the other eigenvalues, except for the measured modes, were not consistent with the 
actual values. This indicates that accurate parameter matrices cannot be obtained from incomplete 
measurements. 
  
Fig. 1. A planar truss structure 
Table 1. Eigenvalues obtained analytically and experimentally (unit: ×106(rad./sec.)ଶ) 
Mode number 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
Before updating 0.0634 0.2422 0.5851 1.7548 2.8366 
Actual truss 0.0680 0.2633 0.6189 1.9585 2.9804 
Numerical results considering only the first mode 0.0680 0.2422 0.5851 1.7582 2.8315 
Numerical results considering the first two modes 0.0680 0.2633 0.5870 1.7598 2.8200 
Numerical results considering the first three modes 0.0680 0.2633 0.6189 1.7617 2.8158 
Fig. 2 represents the difference between the estimated mode shapes and the actual mode shapes 
for each case. The mode shape data in this work were transformed as normalized data. The first 
mode shape for each case is estimated with a small margin of error as depicted in Fig. 2(a). 
However, the second and third modes exhibit greater inconsistencies than the first mode. It is 
recognized that this inconsistency is a result of the incomplete mode shape measurement data and 
the inaccurate prediction of parameter matrices. 
Fig. 3 represents the inconsistency in the satisfaction of actual parameter matrices in the three 
cases. This numerical example was designed to estimate the stiffness matrix as established the 
above. However, the plots indicate that the mode shape calculations produced greater change in 
the mass matrix than in the stiffness matrix. A small change in the stiffness matrix is observed, 
contrary to expectations. The change of the analytical stiffness matrix is demonstrated by the 
variation in the mass matrix, yielding the prescribed eigenvalues and corresponding mode shapes. 
In all cases, the numerical values in the predicted parameter matrices are estimated with a similar 
margin of error. 
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a) 
 
b) 
 
c) 
Fig. 2. Difference between the estimated and actual normalized mode shape: 
a) Case 1, b) Case 2, c) Case 3 
This application demonstrates that it is not easy to accurately estimate the mode shape and the 
parameter matrices if insufficient measurement data are provided. Although the natural 
frequencies and corresponding mode shapes are obtained by the proposed method, the change in 
the analytical stiffness matrix is mostly lost in the variation of the mass matrix. 
From the application, it is understood that it’s not easy to accurately estimate the mode shape 
as well as the parameter matrices if the insufficient measurement data are given. Although the 
natural frequencies and corresponding mode shapes are obtained by the proposed method, the 
change of the analytical stiffness matrix is mostly pervaded into the variation of the mass matrix. 
5. Conclusions 
In this study, the expansion of incomplete mode shape measurement data and the estimation 
of the parameter matrices were derived. The first mode shape is estimated with a small margin of 
error regardless of the number of measured mode shapes. The second and third modes exhibit 
greater inconsistencies than the first mode. The method does not provide the accurate mode shapes 
for a full set of DOFs and parameter matrices because of the incomplete measurement of mode 
shapes. The change of the analytical stiffness matrix is mostly lost in the variation of the mass 
matrix by the proposed method. 
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a) 
 
b) 
 
c) 
 
d) 
 
e) 
 
f) 
Fig. 3. Inconsistency between estimated and actual parameter matrices: a) stiffness variation in Case 1,  
b) mass variation in Case 1, c) stiffness variation in Case 2, d) mass variation in Case 2,  
e) stiffness variation in Case 3, f) mass variation in Case 3 
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